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Alex Stevens (left) and Ron Dilday
are all smiles after a test flight on
Ron’s new Slow Ride 3D model.
It’s a relatively new ARF from
Tower Hobbies. Photo taken by
Bruce Tharpe at the January 1st
Chili Dog Fun Fly.

By Club Prez, Scott Hudson
Spring is Just Around the Corner
Hard to believe it’s already March and the 2019 flying season has
already started. I can’t wait to get out of the house and back to the
field. 2018 was another great year for our club and good friends. At
the same time I can’t help but think of a few amazing members and
friends we lost this past year. Every one of those individuals
contributed so much over the years that truly made our club a better place for us all to enjoy!
That said, I’m truly honored to have been chosen to lead our club forward for the next couple years. As
you may or may not know, I was very hesitant to accept knowing I’d have some big shoes to fill. Three
and a half years ago Calvin Emigh invited me to fill a vacant position on the board as a Member at
Large. This was my first exposure to the inner workings of our club. What a great example Calvin set. I
learned a lot, and really enjoyed being a part of it. I felt like I was immediately allowed to contribute. So
much so, I was often worried as the “new guy” that I had too much
to say at times J. One thing I learned right away was that this
diverse group of people and personalities all had one goal in
mind, and that was doing what’s best for the club. Two years ago I
was nominated and voted in for another term as a board member.
This time under the guidance of Bruce Tharpe. Again, what a
wonderful person to continue to learn from. Bruce was great at
keeping us all focused on the greater good of the club, even
through some difficult times. I admire and respect his ability to see
the big picture with all tasks and topics that we worked through.
Fast forward to a few months ago, October I believe. It was at that
general meeting I was nominated for President. I had mixed
From Ye Olde Editor: Thought it was worth
feelings at that moment. I was very humbled to be chosen, but at
mentioning that the beautiful photo on the
the same time worried. Worried about being able to live up to my
cover of the last newsletter with Scott’s
predecessors. I needed time to consider and spent a lot of time
Demoiselle received a lot of comments and
compliments. More, by far, than any cover
mulling it over. But the more I thought about it one thing became
pic I can remember. Here’s another photo
perfectly clear,
from that evening, taken many months ago
and that was
by Terry Hudson with her Apple iPhone.
what a great
time this is for me to take on the challenge. Why is
We gained three new members this month
that? Because of the amazing individuals that
Pete Thayer from Pheonix
devote so much time and effort into our club!
Seriously, I hope we all realize and appreciate all of
Steven Richter from Gold Hill
the effort our club members put into our enjoyment
James Gran from Medford
of toy airplanes! We really have something special
And welcome back returning member
going, and I’m proud now to be part of that. Here’s
looking forward to another great year!

Welcome to the Rogue Eagles!

Ted Krempa from Medford

See you at the field.

Scott

Upcoming IMAC & Pattern Clinics
An opportunity to improve and expand your RC skills!
Article by Art Kelly
Competition - Ugh!!! That’s one of the comments
often heard at many club when discussing holding a
competitive event. And it’s absolutely
understandable. In our checkered histories we’ve all
likely experienced some kind of competitive event,
usually conjuring up butterflies, wringing of hands,
pacing back and forth. Yep, been there done that.
I’d like to suggest using a different telescope when
exploring the horizon of upcoming Rogue Eagle
flying events. Have you ever flown a perfect Cuban 8,
or how about a circular outside loop, or maybe an
exquisite Immelmann? Yeah - I haven’t either. But I
can say that I can come up with a better attempt at it
than I did a few years ago. To me, that’s the real
benefit of flying in a “competition.” Sure there are
judges and points and people watching. But, so
what?
This summer Rogue Eagles will again host IMAC and
Precision Pattern contests. Remember, at the entry
levels of both of these contests you can fly any AMA
legal airplane. Each of these contests is growing and
the opportunity to participate in one, or both, in your
own backyard is an opportunity not to be lost. So,
take a deep breath and give it some serious thought.
There is only one true benefit - your flying will
become a lot smoother.
Scott and Jerry will be offering an IMAC clinic, and
Sean and I will be hosting a Precision Pattern clinic
this summer. And probably a low-key club contest.
Talk with any of us; we’ll be happy to give you a
better understanding of the events (and it isn’t
really, ugh - competition.)

46 YEARS EXPERIENCE

TABLE TALK . . .

with Jack Shaffer

It's all about the table, or to some the workbench. I know you
are asking yourself what a table has in common with the
Rogue Eagles. I hope you will follow along because it's more
than just the table. It's about how you and I found ourselves
building our 2019 WBC airplane on a workbench or table.
My exposure with working with wood came from my father.
He built our home and let me help build a table that found a
place in our kitchen in the early 50s This table is now a part
of a neighbor's home back in Pennsylvania.

Here is a shot of an airplane
my dad and I built on that
table. This was our first
venture into the art of control
line flying.
My love of working with wood
continued into my days in high
school. I was drawn to
classes in industrial arts,
mechanical drawing, art,
vocations in agriculture and
business training. Here is a
photo of one of my shop
projects, a mahogany
stepstool. It is still around
and is at my niece's home in
Prescott, Arizona.
Here is a picture from my Class of '58 yearbook. It is of me
and a couple classmates learning the fine art of building a
home we designed.

Let's get back to airplanes. Yes, working for a living and girls
took me away from airplanes for a short period of time. My
best recollection of returning to airplanes is this photo,
don't recall the manufacturer, but the date was 1965. I
hooked up with some guys in Upland, California. Early on
Saturday mornings we would head to the fields in Chino and
have a grand
time chasing
these to
wherever the
wind would
take them.
Today I'm at my workbench, no, not a table, with my WBC
project. I have come a long way baby from that kitchen table.
Hope all of you have come along as well. So great that the
table and footstool are still out there being used after some
sixty plus years.

Jack Shaffer

Want to Break an
Aviation Record?
Get a Glider!
by Jess Walls
What is the altitude record for a fixed
wing man carrying airplane?
SR-71. Special engines, all titanium
airframe, needs to be refueled shortly
after take off, military spy plane, etc.
We probably all know that, right?

Mark Howard/Bob Vixie 07/31/04
************************
How about the fastest
propeller driven aircraft?
554.69 by a highly modified
North American P-51 named
Voodoo flow by Steve Hinton
in September, 2017.
Beat the previous record of 529+ by the
Grumman Bearcat named Rare Bear.

Steve Hinton Jr. in the P-51 Voodoo

That was one lap. The official
FAI record is the average of 3
laps and is 533+ mph.
How about the fastest model
airplane?

SR-71 refueling. Big airplane!
How about the second highest flying
airplane?
U-2? Good guess and correct until
September 2018.
The current correct answer is the
Perlan 2 glider. Correct, no motor!
click for more info

Perlan 2 sailplane, 84 foot wing span,
76,000 ft. Yes, they wore space suits.
Yes, the airplane was pressurized too.
An amazing achievement and
unfortunately not well publicized.
Their goal is over 100,000 ft. The
project is nominated for the Collier
Trophy this year.
AMA altitude record for a model
airplane is again a glider – 7,717ft. By

Control line speed models go
about 200 mph. AMA R/C
pylon racers go about 200
mph. FAI F3D R/C pylon
racers go about 250 mph.
Dynamic Soaring model gliders have
reached 545 mph!
https://vimeo.com/213265400
http://rcspeeds.com/
These are highly specialized “gliders”
that weigh 20 pounds and are nearly
solid carbon fiber.
That is not a sustained speed
over a measured course.
These are not AMA or FAI
sanctioned records either.
These guys use radar guns to
measure the maximum
instantaneous speed.

Spencer Lisenby Bird Springs, CA
130 inch wing span 10 pounds
could be pretty easily broken.

The gliders in the videos are flying on
the downwind side of the mountain!
Defies all logic.

https://www.modelaircraft.org/sites/
default/files/National Records
Listing.pdf

The speed of sound is about 767 mph.
Just in case you were wondering.

Anyone find one they think they could
beat? It takes a group to pull off a
successful record attempt (ask Ron
McElliott or Roger Hebner). Rogue
Eagles is a group… We all need a
project, a common goal could be fun.

************************
Check the AMA records sometime
when you are bored. Some were set
decades ago. Some are absolutely
unbelievable. Some seem like they

Think about it.

Pilot Report by DJ Coplen

Freewing F-14 from Motion RC

It is a seven-channel aircraft with ailerons, flaps, full flying tail,
rudders, retracts, throttle, and wing sweep.
The jet does fly heavy and takes a lot of room to fly and turn for
its size. With that being said, it flies very stable at half throttle
cruising around the sky or even under high-G turns. When you
sweep the wings back, you do need a lot more speed due to it
becoming basically a delta wing, so I fly the jet around 80 to 100%
throttle. Unfortunately, I found when the wings are swept, it
does develop a Dutch roll even in level flight. Once I turned on
the built-in gyro that’s in the receiver, the Dutch roll stopped
immediately and flew just as well as with the wings out.

I bought the Tomcat to be an EDF trainer for my Pilot RC turbine,
that way I can get used to heavy jets and how they fly compared
to my typical 3D planes. Putting together the jet was super
straightforward besides having to cut out a channel under both
vertical stabilizers for the servo and light wires because there
wouldn’t have been enough room for everything to fit.

Within my radio, I programmed the wings to have full span flaps
for landings. With the flaps and ailerons programmed together as
flaps, the jet comes in very stable for landings. You do need to
have power on all the way to the runway, otherwise it would stall
or you wouldn’t be able to flair and would probably destroy the
plane. Overall, this is a great jet and I am super happy with it.
Now it’s time for the turbine!

I did modify the interior of the jet to accept two 6-cell 5,000mah
batteries just as described by Chris Wolf The RCGEEK to have a
slightly longer flight time. With the bigger batteries, and if you
cruise around half throttle, you can get almost five minutes of
flying. But when the wings are swept with a few hot passes, my
timer is set to three minutes, landing with around 30% battery
remaining in both batteries.

Attention! Winter Build Challenge Pilot Info
The WBC Maiden Flight Party is nearly here!
It’s scheduled for April 13th starting at 9:00 am.
But remember, the Maiden Flight Party is just
the first part of our Grand Spring Opener
featuring one of our famous Pot Luck lunches
and a fun fly organized by Jerry Stinson in the
afternoon. To keep things flowing efficiently,
here’s some info that all WBC pilots need to
read and heed…




Each pilot will get a chance to make the
maiden flight on their plane (or planes). The
flights will be made one at a time, with
nobody else in the sky. During your
“window” you and your pane will be the stars
of the show! Flight order will be determined
that morning.
If you would like somebody else to make the
test flight on your plane, no problem. Feel

free to make arrangements with a pilot of
your choice beforehand if you like. There
will be several pilots available “for hire” that
morning too.




Do not feel rushed, but we do have a lot on
the schedule that day and have to keep
things moving. To help things along, you
really need to be prepared. Do all your
engine tests, range tests, radio
programming, and any other pre-flight
checks prior to the aiden flight party. If you
can’t get that done in the days leading up to
the event, you better show up early!
Once the maiden flights get underway
around 9:00 am, running engines in the pits
will not be allowed. It would be disrespectful
and distracting to the pilot at the flight line
trying to concentrate. If you absolutely must

test run a glow or gas engine during the
maiden flight party, take it over to the engine
test area next to the newer storage
container.




When it’s your turn to fly, please let us know
right away if you’re still not completely ready
and we will give you another chance later
that morning. Same thing goes if you think
you’re ready but experience problems with
your model before takeoff.If things do not
seem 100%, do not fly!
Once airborne, enjoy your moment in the
spotlight. Do not feel pressured to do a
performance for the spectators. The goal is
to make a safe maiden flight, feel the plane
out, and take mental notes of any
adjustments you might need to make for the
next flight. For the WBC, Your challenge will
be complete if you takeoff, fly a lap, and land
on or near the runway.
continues...



That doesn’t mean you can’t fly around for a
while if everything’s going well. Get
comfortable with the controls and do all the
things you normally do on a model’s test
flight. Again, do not feel rushed, but keep

your total flight time reasonably short,
maybe five or six minutes max.


Builders who make a successful maiden
flight will have their names thrown into a hat
for a quick raffle after the event. Every

builder will receive a small commemorative
plaque whether they make it to the maiden
flight party or not.


Questions? Contact Bruce T. 541-582-1708
or visit our facebook group.

ROGUE EAGLES WINTER BUILD CHALLENGE
~ List of Declared Projects ~ (projects in blue are new since last newsletter)
Builder

Project

Starting Point

Comments

Four-Star 120

Sig Kit

He has a Four-Star 40, this will be its big brother. Will use converted gas engine.

Phil Baehne
Jess Walls

B-36 Bomber
Zipper (Small)

Old CL Plans
BMJR Kit

Ambitious as always. The B-36 is over 100”. Power to be six .25 glow engines.
Famous 1937 Carl Goldberg FF design, 30” wing span, will convert to RC.

Jess Walls

Zipper (Larger)

P & W Model Kit

That’s right, two entries, same basic model, different sizes. This one’s 54” span.

 Don Harris

Stearman
Christen Husky

Sterling Kit
Byron Kit

Prolific builder from North Bend. Sterling kits are known to be “difficult.”
1/3-scale, 105” wing span. Plane is partially-built, was started by Don Harris!

Winter Wing
Eagle 2

Original Design
Goldberg Kit

Plank-style flying wing, 140” wing span, electric. First sketched 30+ years ago.
Rod says, “Not a huge challenge. Something to glue myself to.” Floats too.

 Dennis Detloff

Rick Lindsey
Bruce Tharpe
 Rod Elledge
 Joe Geiger

Das Little Stik
Alan Littlewood Schneider Sport

 Larry Myers

Midwest Kit
46” wing span. Will probably convert to electric. Classic vintage design.
Stream, Inc. Plans Alan admits, "I doubt I will be finished in time for the maiden flight event…”

 Larry Myers

Ultimate Bipe
Peashooter

Sig Kit
Coverite Kit

Profile fuselage, to be covered in Monokote. Started years ago by Jim Dukes.
Larry says, "Looks like it will be a pretty fun plane to fly." OS .45 modified to .50.

Jack Shaffer
 Ben Musolf

Moonraker
Simplex 60

Balsa USA Kit
Plans

Old school, vintage RC sport model with swept wing. Lots of shaping and sanding.
Pretty old-timer, 60” wing span. Will power with OS .26 four-stroke engine.

RAF FE2b

Short Kit

From Aerodrome RC - came with no instructions. WW1-era pusher biplane.

Scott Hudson
 Steve Bull

Dallaire Sportster Shive Spcialts Kit Classic free-flight design from 1938. Will use early OS .60 4S with open rockers.

Dennis White
 Paul Starks
Doug McKee
Babe Caltabiano

Astro-Hog
Playboy Sr.
Pete ’n Poke
Skylark

Sig Kit
Plans
Great Planes Kit
Goldberg Plans

Dennis says “not another Astro-Hog,” he will kitbash into something different!
Famous 1941 oldtimer, pylon wing mount. Lots of sticks. No info on power.
.40-Size design, Doug’s going to use a Saito .82 four-stroke. 60” Parasol wing.
No kit for this one, Babe is scratch building from plans. Outerzone download.

Smoothie
Super Sinbad

Balsa USA Kit
Hangar One Kit

Classic low-wing sport model. Qualifies as vintage. Will use OS .40 four-stroke.
Elegant old-time sailplane design, Mort will convert to e-power, folding prop.

Dogger
Taube 40

Direct Conn. Kit
Balsa USA Plans

Started for last year’s WBC with just a week to go. Will finish this time.
The scratch-built B-36 wasn’t enough, so Phil’s jumped onto a second project!

Joe Porhammer Comet
Rod Elledge
Stinger 60

Old School Kit
Lanier RC Kit

Sleek-looking delta wing model from new kit company. Electric power.
Ron’s second WBC entry. Classic sport aerobatic model, has foam core wing.

Steve Schooler

Tipsy Nipper

Balsa USA Kit

1/4-Scale. Steve’s a sucker for “goofy/weird/strange” aircraft. Saito .90 twin.

Don Harris

Chipmunk

Dynaflite Kit

WBC entry #2 for Don, says he has “plenty of time.” Has modifications in mind.



Larry Miller
Mort Sullivan

Jay Strickland
 Phil Baehne


Dale Benson
Super Decathlon Dynaflite Kit
Dale McCuistion Spirit of St. Louis MK Kit
 Phil Beahne

1909 Bleriot

Own Design

Dale flies with the Douglas County Flyers. Will cover with Koverall. DLE 30.
Not much info on this one, from photo looks to be about half built.
Built from photos, the Baehne way. Two wings 59” (scale) and 80” (big bird).

 These projects are reported to be done, or nearly done, and should be ready for the Maiden Flight Party

scheduled for April 13, 2019. If weather looks bad, we might push it to April 20.

In Memorium

Hello, my name is Rick Lindsey.
I first met Joe in 1974 when I first went to the old
flying field to find out about learning how to fly.
Joe introduced himself and offered to let me try it
with his airplane the next time out.
We met out at 3M, or "G" street as it was called,
and he showed me his "Old Black Cow". As I
remember it , it was a big old Astro-Hog looking
thing that had a few battle scars on it.

Joe
at the
2017 airshow.

Joe also had one of the first buddy box set-ups and
was anxious to try it out. Up we went with Joe on
the master and me on the slave with my heart
banging away in my chest. Needless to say, Joe
saved the airplane numerous times that first flight
and I was hooked.
I did not know it at the time but Joe was one of the
founding members who got the Rogue Eagles Radio
Control Club going.
In succeeding years, Joe taught Martin and other
people as well. I was always struck with how calm
he appeared on the outside during those early
flights. Always being positive with about the only
admonishment was to "Fly a little higher" when I
started getting cocky with his airplane.

Joe (right) at an early Rogue Eagles flying field on Avenue G.
Pilot on the left is Rich Josephson; Dean Eppinger is holding
the sailplane. Joe came to a general meeting not long ago and
showed us a Rogue Eagles jacket from the early days; it was
probably the one he’s wearing in the photo.

There was more to Joe than just model airplanes
and I recall a story he told me years ago that
illustrates this. The gist of the story was there was a
feral cat living amongst the junk discarded at the
asphalt plant Joe used to run. Basically, Joe fed it
and gave it water. The cat had a litter of kittens
which meant more concern for Joe. Joe rescued
the kittens and adopted one of them and found
homes for the others. I believe it takes a real man
to do something like that.
I visited with him when he was in the hospital this
last time and he said he knew he was going to die.
His thoughts were mostly for Pansy but he did
mention he would like to know the club he helped
start continued after him.
I am really going to miss him. Blue skies, Joe.

Joe shared some old photos of Agate Skyways at a general
meeting a few years ago. Here’s a photo, most likely from the
1970s, of the approach end of our first runway. You didn’t want
to land short back then! The photo was taken from the original
access road off the east end of the runway. This approach-end
access road was used until the late 1980s.

RANDOM STUFF STARTS HERE
Tired of glow, gas, electric, and turbine power? Well, maybe ion drive is in your
future. Researchers at MIT made the first-in-history sustained flight using high
powered electrodes to ionize and accelerate air particles, creating an ‘ionic wind’.
Not a fantastic flight but hey, you gotta start somewhere. Click the pic for a video.

AMA District 11

NW JAMBOREE
JUNE 7 - 9, 2019
RED APPLE FLYERS FIELD IN
WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON
Click here for info and promo vid
This is happening, people! Whether
you fly of just spectate, this Grand
Inaugural event should be worth the
drive. Start planning!

Sean Mersh has been busy this Winter. Already the club’s Event Coordinator,
he’s also taken over the reigns as
Webmaster. An early addition to the site
is a long-requested archive for past
minutes from the general and board
meetings. You will see the link on our
home page, next to the clock..
Sean is also the evil genius behind the
new folding tables in the shade structures.
Well done Sean, the club
thanks you! He offers these
simple guidelines:
- Unfold and lock legs before
lowering table
- No fuel/gas/nitro
- Clean, stow, and fold legs
after use

For the technically-minded, here’s an interesting
online article by Peter Garrison written for Air &
Space Magazine. Peter poses the question, “Why, if
the elliptical shape is so great, have so few airplanes
ever used it?” Submitted by Jay Strickland.

The Perfect Airplane Wing
by Peter Garrison

click the pic to
read the article

As a follow-up to his article in the last newsletter, Jess Walls
sent along this pic and a bit more info. Jess writes, “This
picture turned up today, at the bottom of a pile. Thought you
might get a kick out of it. Wish I had found it before I sent in
the newsletter article. Oh well. Quality is quite poor anyway.
I'm in the lawn chair.” Yes, this was during the record flight!

And so endeth the Random Stuff for this month

Club Info Page
For information about the club, how to
join, past newsletters, photos, and
much more, please visit the Rogue
Eagles website.
www.rogue-eagles.org

Officers and Staff
Click on any name to send email

President
Scott Hudson 541-291-6477
Vice President
John Gaines 541-951-1947
Secretary
Eric Kirby 707-483-0464
Treasurer
Joe Geiger 541-500-8345
Membership Coordinator
Jess Walls 707-845-283

The next three General Membership
Meetings are scheduled for
Tuesday 7pm, April 9, 2019
Tuesday 7pm, May 14, 2019
Tuesday 7pm, June 11, 2019
at the Central Point Senior Center,
123 N 2nd Street in Central Point.

Seen at Show N Telll
John
Gaines

Steve
Bull

Public Relations
Larry Cogdell 541-840-1514
Webmaster
Sean Mersh 541-890-3087
Chief Flight Instructor
Jess Walls 707-845-2833

Some Upcoming Events
FPV Drone Race, April 20
contact Jess Walls 707-845-2833
Agate Lake Float Fly, May 3-5
Larry Myers 541-770-3390 before 7:30pm

Remember this
version of F-86?

John
Gaines

Click here for directions

Safety Coordinator
Jay Strickland 541-830-7976

Newsletter Editor
Bruce Tharpe 541-582-1708

Rich
Josephsen

Meeting Information

Board Members at Large
Sean Mersh 541-890-3087
Jerry Stinson 541-778-7113
John Buford 541-879-0436

Event Coordinator
Sean Mersh 541-890-3087

More Show N Tell

All-Scale Contest, May 18-19
contact John Gaines 541-951-1947
IMAC Contest, June 1-2
contact Sean Mersh 541-890-3087

Eric
Kirby

WBC MAIDEN FLIGHT PARTY
The day kicks off at 9:00 a.m. with the glorious conclusion of the
Winter Build Challenge. The Challenge has been open to builders
since last September. Now we will finally see all that hard work
pay off. Last year we saw sixteen successful maiden flights, one
after another. We hope to have at least that many this year.
For more info, contact Bruce Tharpe 541-582-1708

No More Hangar Queens!

Rogue Eagles

SPRING OPENER - April 13, 2019 (Alternate Rain Date April 20)
POTLUCK LUNCH
The Spring Opener is the
Rogue Eagle’s celebration of a
new flying season at Agate
Skyways. What better way to
celebrate than one of our
famous pot luck meals? The
club will be grilling up some hamburgers. Bring a side dish or
dessert for the hungry masses.

Let’s Eat!

Rogue Eagles

SPRING OPENER - April 13, 2019 (Alternate Rain Date April 20)
FUN FLY
Jerry Stinson has devised another set of challenging events for the
club’s Spring Opener fun fly. Pilots of all skill levels are welcome.
Start time is flexible - it depends on when all of the maiden flights
are finished. If you just want to join us for the fun fly, you should
probably be ready to go by 11:00 a.m. The field will open up for
regular flying after the fun fly.
For more info, contact Jerry Stinson 541-778-7113

Three Events in One!

